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From Audience to Inhabitant: Interaction as a medium in

architecture

This paper presents a framework for conceiving and implementing interaction as a
medium in architecture. Architecture is the theoretical and practical art of creating
a plan of a complex object or system in which the subjective mapping from a
human perspective to components of the system is the core design focus.
Traditional architectural design involves the specification of materials, which
implement creative expression in the mediums of space, light and time.
Interaction, or the reciprocal action between a human and another entity, is the
basic medium of expression manipulated by the interactive artist. The aim of the
paper is to outline a logical framework for considering the techniques and materials
of interaction, as used in interactive art, in the context of architecture. The
framework is a four-part collection of interlinking concepts that we established to
define i. architecture, ii. medium, iii. interaction, and tv. interaction as a medium in
architecture. Following, the implications for implementation of the framework are
discussed, based on works by several hybrid artist-architects. The framework is an
analytical ground point to base practice and research occurring in this emerging
field of spatia-experiential design.

Archit ect ure is a practice that predates interactive art by several
thousand years. However, under a climate of technological change
it must adapt with comparable agility. Where architecture
traditionally dealt with buildings and structures for long-term

human inhabitation, it now also addresses systems and their structure
as spaces within which the demands for human existence can be fulfilled
in temporal and intangible ways.

In parallel, interactive art, which aims to produce engaging, rmmersfve
experiences, also addresses the design of a system that deals with
human existence, although with a differing context and goals. In
interactive art, the interactive experience itself Is consldered the content
of the artwork (Rokeby 1998). In turn, interaction can be viewed as the
medium with which the artist conceives and produces the artwork
(Krueger 1977). The question we address here is how this notion of
interaction as medium translates to the goals and context of
architectural design.
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